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Abstract

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requested code, which was developed during the Integrated Pressur-
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to perform a ized Thermal Shock (IPTS) Program. The NRC request
pressurized-thermal-shock (PTS) probabilistic fracture specified that the OCA-P code be enhanced for this study
mechanics (PFM) sensitivity analysis for the Yankee to also calculate the conditional probabilities of failure
Rowe reactor pressure vessel for the fluences corre- for subclad flaws and embedded flaws. The results of
sponding to the end of operating cycle 22, using a spe- this sensitivity analysis provide the NRC with (1) data
cific small-break-loss-of-coolant transient as the loading that could be used to assess the relative influence of a
condition. Regions of the vessel with distinguishing number of key input parameters in the Yankee Rowe
features were to be treated individuallywupper axial PTS analysis and (2) data that can be used for readily de-
weld, lower axial weld, circumferential weld, upper plate termining the probability of vessel failure once a more
spot welds, upper plate regions between the spot welds, accurate indication of vessel embrittlement becomes
lower plate spot welds, and the lower plate regions be- available.
tween the spot welds. The fracture analysis methods

in the analysis of through-clad surface flaws were This report is designated as HSST report No. 117.
those contained in the established OCA-P computer
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1 Introduction

Following the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) The objective of this study was two fold: (1) provide the
review1 of the Yankee Atomic Electric Company reactor NRC with results that could be used to assess the rela-
pressure vessel evaluation report for the Yankee Rowe tive influence of a number of key input parameters in the
reactor, 2 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Yankee Rowe PTS analysis and (2) provide data that can
requested ORNL to perform a pressurized-thermal-shock be used for readily estimating the probability of vessel
probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) sensitivity anal- failure once a more accurate indication of vessel embrit-
ysis for the vessel, using a specific small-break loss-of- tlement becomes available.
coolant transient (SBLOCA-C_se 7) as the loading con-
dition.* Subsequent discussions regarding the details of This report discusses the scope, grourrl rules, analytical
the methodologies to be used in performing the specified methodologies applied, and the results.
analyses were held between members of the NRC staff
and ORNL staff in meetings at RockviUe, Maryland, on
March 22 and May 14, 1991.

*Mayfield,M. E.,NRC, personelcommunicationto W. E. Pennell,
OR.NL,February15. 1991.
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2 Scope and Basic Ground Rules

The initial NRC request specified that the OCA-P com- the Integrated Pressurized Thermal Shock (Itrrs)
puter code3 be enhanced to calculate the conditional Program.4 Fracture-analysis methodology for subclad
probability of failure for subclad and embedded flaws as and embezlded flaws were not available in OCA-P, and
well as for through-clad (surface) flaws. The NRC also thus they had to be developed for the present study.
specified that the spatial variation of fluence be consid- Because of the tight schedule, less precise methods than
ered to the extent practical, and ORNL modified OCA-P used for the surface flaws were considered acceptable.
to enhance this capability. Ali calculations were to be
performed for fluences corresponding to the end of oper- The PFM sensitivity analyses for weld regions were to
ating cycle 22 (-21 EFPY*). be performed with copper concentration as the indepen-

dent variable (0.15 to 0.35 wt% in increments of 0.05),

Regions of the vessel with distinguishing features were while the analyses for plates were to be performed with
to be treated individually; they are the upper axial weld, surface RTNDT as the independent variable. The upper-
lower axial weld, circumferential weld, upper-plate spot plate surface RTNDT values were to range from 250 to
welds, upper-plate regions between the spot welds, 325°F in increments of 25°F, and the lower-plate surface
lower-plate spot welds, and lower-plate regions between RTNDT values were to range from 250 to 400"F in
the spot welds. (Spot welds attach the cladding to the increments of 25°F.
base material, except over the vessel welds, where the
cladding is weld deposited.) These and other specified input data for the Yankee Rowe

PTS PFM sensitivity analysis are included in Table 1.

The fracture-analysis methods to be used in the analysis
of the surface flaws were those represented by the estab-
lished OCA-P methodology, which was developed during

*Effectivefull-poweryears(EFPY).

NUREG/CR-5782 2



3 Methods of Analysis

3.1 Probabilistic Methodology P(FIE)= EP(FIE ) = Z(Nj* V* I)* _(FIE ) ,(2)j " j

The probabilistic fracture mechanics analyses were per-

formed using an enhanced version of OCA-P, which is where P(FtE) = total conditional probability of failure for
based on Monte Carlo techniques; i.e., a large number of the vessel.
vessels is generated, and each vessel is subjected to a

deterministic fi'acture mechanics analysis to determine The Marshall probability_of-nondetection function really
whether the vessel will fail. In each deterministic analy- can not be applied to the unbonded-cladding region
sis, the region of the vessel being analyzed contains one because ultrasonic detection could not have penetrated the
flaw. Each vessel is defined by probabilisticaUy select- gap between the cladding and base material. The func-
ing values of several parameters that are judged to have tion was included for consistency with the previous
significant uncertainties associated with them, primarily ORNL analysis of Yankee Rowe. 1 The effect on

the flaw size and the parameters that determinc the degree Pj(FIE) ks less than a factor of two.
of embrittlement (Appendices E and F). The conditional
probability of failure ("conditional" in the sense that the

transient is assumed to occur), based on one flawper 3.2 Combining Probabilities ofregion (referred to herein as the unadjusted conditional
probability of failure) is simply the number of vessels Failure for Individual
that fail divided by the total number of vessels simu- Regions of Vessel
lated. The conditional probbility of failure for each

vessel region based on the "actual" number of flaws per When adding the probabilities of failare for the individ-
region is obtained by multiplying the unadjusted value ual regions of the vessel, it is necessary to make sure
by the number of flaws that exist in the vessel region, that the individual values constitute a consistent set with
Thus, regard to plant operating time and the spatial distribution

(z,q))* of the fluence. The reason for the concern is that/ \

= [ ) Pj for this particular study the effect of fluence _atial dis-
P (F[E) N j * Vj * I * (F]E) . (1) tribution on the potential for crack initiation was consid-

ered, and fluence values corresponding to 21 EFPY were

where used for calculating P (FIE) for the welds, while a range

Pj(FIE) = conditional probability of of values of RTNDT was used, without reference to spe-
failure for the jth region cific values of fluence, for calculating P(FIE) for the

plate regions. Calculated values of P(FIE) for the welds

_j(FIE) = unadjusted conditioi_al (Table 2, Figs. 1-3) are consistent and correspond to 21
probability of failure for the jth EFPY; they can be added as indicated in Eq. (2).
region (failures/flaw)

Nj = flaw density of the jth region The calculated values of P(FIE) in Tables 3 and 4 and
(flaws/unit volume) Figs. 4 and 5 for the two plate regions are not consistent

with each other and are not necessarily consistent with

Vj = volume of the jth region "alues for the welds. They can not be added to eachother or to values for the welds in the manner indicated

by Eq. (2). Ins.,_d, the process described below must be
I= .lo"f(a) * B(a) da = use&

0.587 for these studies

The independent variable used in calculating P(FIE) for

f(a) = Marshall flaw-size distribution the plates is RTNDT at the inner surface of the vessel at
function 3 the location of the maximum value of the fluence within

the specific plate region. Because the maximum
B(a) = Marshall probability-of- fluences and the chemistries are not the same in the two

nondetection function (fraction plate regions, maximum values of RTNDT for the two
of flaws remaining after regions will not be the same. To obtain consistent max-
inspection and repair) imum values for the two plate regions, the correspond-

ing fluenck values, and, of course, chemistries, must be
The conditional probability of failure for the entire used.

vessel is calculated by summing the Pj(FIE) values over
ali regions of the vessel. Thus,

• Longitudinal (z) and azimuthal (q_).
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As indicated in Sect. 3.5 _d Appendix F, Odette* where zm and q)nare axial and azimuthal coordinates.
recommends the following correlations between fluence Thus, even if Eq. (6) is not used to obtain the necessary
and ARTNDTfor the upper and lower plate regions: relation between the upper and lower plate regions, the

Odette correlations [Eqs. (3) and (4)], with the exception

( ) of the value of A, are used in the analysis (used to con-ARTr_a)Tup = A*_ , (3) struct the map of ARTNDT).

(ART_,vT)_ = A* B +C.
(4) 3.3 Overestimation of P(FIE)

Thus, Because of "Double

/__m]B.up = (ART_r)ta, Counting"(AR'I',_r)t_,, - C ' (5) In the present version of OCA-P, the number of flaws in
the vessel is accounted for as indicated in Eq. (2). If

or 7_,NjVjIis less than unity for regions of the vessel that
contribute significantly to P(FIE), Eq. (2) is appropriate.

= If not, there is the possibility of overestimating Pfr:lE)
(ARTr_T)_ *ta' (ARTr_T)up + C ,(6) because only one flaw can result in failure of the vessel.

More than a single flaw does increase P(FlE) because it
increases the chances of having a flaw of critical size,

where but the increase in P(FlE) is less than indicated by
(ARTNDT)UP= ARTNDTin upper plate Eq. (2). However, if P(FlE) << 1, Y_NjVjIcan be
(ARTNDT)LP = ARTNDT in lower plate substantially greater than unity without Eq. (2) being

_'UP= maximum value of fluence in significantly in error.4
upper plate = 2.74E19 n/cre2
(21 EFPY)

_LP = maximum value of fluence in 3.4 Fracture Analysis Methods
lower plate = 2.439E19 n/cre2
(21EFPY) 3.4.1 Basic Methodology

A- 183 "1 from Odette

B = 0.315 _" correlations for Ali fracture analyses were performed in accordance with
C = 80 J T in °F linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFI_ theory. Based

on this methodology, .flawsare predicted to commence
Thus, if a maximum value of RTNDTcorresponding to propagation (initiate) when the stress intensity factor
21 EFPY is somehow obtained for the upper or lower (KI) is equal to the static crack-initiation fracture tough-
plate region, the corresponding value in the other plate ness (KIc) or the dynamic-loading fracture toughness t
can be estimated. (Kid). Arrest of a fast running crack is predictedwhen

KI = Kin, the crack-arrest toughness. Dynamic loading
Equations (3) and (4) were used to account for the spatial is introduced when one portion of a crack front initiates
distribution (z,cp)of the fluence in the calculation of under static loading conditions, thereby subjecting the
Pj(FIE). For instance, for the upper plate, ARTNDT remainder stationary part of the crack front to dynamic
(Zm,CPn)was obtained from loading.

) -]B In the fracture analysis of flaws residing in weldS,inthe firsttheARTNDT (Zrn, q)n) 1-|_(Zm'q)n KI's corresponding to crack tips that reside
ARTNDT(max) = [. _,(max) J ' (7) inch of base metal include the effect of a 6-ksi tensile

residual stress. The KI's for crack tips in the cladding
and the remainder of the base material do not include the

and for the lower plate, effect of residual stresses. (See Sect. 3.6 and Appen-
8 dix G for a more detailed discussion regarding the

[*(z m,cp,,)] x analyses.)inclusi°nof residual stresses in the fracture-mechanics
ARTr'arr(zm'cP")= [. J

In the fracture analyses of subclad and embedded flaws,
[ART_T (max) - C] + C, (8) dynamiceffects have been included to the extent of

including the dynamic-loading fracture toughness (Kid)
for spe=ificcrack-initiation events. The Kid curve was
approximated by shifting the KIc curve 33°F, and it was

*Odette, G. R, College of Engineering, Univ. of California, Santa
Barbara, personal communication to A. Taboda, NRC, July 30, 1990.

NUREG/CR-5782 4



used in the prediction of crack initiation in the base ma- 3.4.3 Fracture Analysis Method for
terial at the time step for which the cladding was pre- Surface Flaws
dicted to fail. (See Sect. 3.7 and Appendix H for details

of how dynamic effects were included in the analyses.) Surface flaws are flaws that penetrate the cladding and
base metal from the inner surface of the vessel. The

3.4.2 Types of Flaws stress intensity factors (KI) used in u_,ePFM analyses of
surface flaws were calculated in the usual OCA-P man-

As indicated in Sect. 2, the basic types of flaws con- ner, i.e., a superposition technique that applies a large
sidered are surface flaws and embedded flaws, of which a number of KI influence coefficients (calculated by a 2-D
subclad flaw is a special category. Ali flaws analyzed f'mite-element method) and the stresses induced in the
were considered to be normal to the surface and oriented uncracked vessel as a function of time and radial position
.in either an axial (longitudinal) or azimuthal (circum- in the pressure vessel wall (calculated by a I-D finite-
ferential) direction. Ali other flaws that might exist element thermal and stress analysis).3 lt should be noted
were ignored, that ali surface-flaw KI's used in these analyses are for

flaws of infinite surface length.
The length of an initial flaw in the axial or circumferen-
tial direction is more likely to be short than long, but lt is of interest to note that the ASME Sect. XI
upon propagation, short flaws have a tendency to procedure for calculating Ki's for surface flaws6 was also
become long flaws.5, * Previous studies have indicated included in the specizliTed code for performing the
that under thermal-shock loading, a semicircular surface Yankee Analysis. The values calculated by the ASME
flax,, has a greater potential for surface extension than methodology are very close to those calculated by the
other short flaws and about the same potential for surface OCA-P methodology (discussed above) for very shallow
propagation as that for radial propagation of a long sur- flaws; however, they diverge for greater depths, with the
face flaw of the same initial depth. Thus, the assump- ASME values being higher. Probabilities of failure for
tion was made that all initial surface flaws were semicir- surface flaws, calculated using the ASME KI
cular, in which case the spatial distribution (z,tp) of the methodology, are higher than those using the OCA-P K I
fluence could be considered for the first initiation event, methodology by approximately a factor of 2.
but the KI values used were those for a very long flaw.

Details of the surface-flaw model and the flow-chart logic
Initial embedded flaws were also assumed to be short so for performing the deterministic fracture mechanics anal-
that the spatial distribution of the fluence could be con- ysis of each of the probabilistically simulated embrittled
sidered. Even though the shorter embedded flaws have vessels containing a surface flaw are included in
less potential for propagating, the embedded-flaw KI Appendix B.
values used were for long flaws. In any subsequent

studies, the more realistic shorter flaw should be 3.4.4 Fracture Analysis Method for
considered. Subclad Flaws

As indicated above, when flaws propagate, they tend to A subclad flaw is a flaw that has its inner crack tip at theextend in length to become long flaws. However, the
length can be limited by increases in toughness clad/base interface, and thus its outer crack tip is in the

base metal. The outer flaw tip is checked for initiation(decreasing fluence and/or changes in chemistry). For
Yankee Rowe, the decrease in toughness appears to be according to LEFM principles.
rather large for both the plate and welds, and thus the If the subclad-flaw size reaches the critical size for w_tich

length of axial flaws would be limited only by the steep cladding is predicted to fail, the subclad flaw is convertedattenuation of the fluence at the ends of the core. lt
to a surface flaw, and the KI's for surface flaws are then

appears that for this length (-100 in.) there will be sig- used to predict initial initiation, crack arrest, and subse-nificant f'mite-length-flaw effects on KI for deep flaws
that should be taken advantage of for crack arrest and quent reinitiation of the outer crack tip. At the time step
reinitiation. This effect was not considered but should corresponding to cladding failure, dynamic effects were

be in an extension of the study. (The effect is negligible simulated by using a value of Kid, instead of KIc, to
predict initiation. (Dynamic fracture considerations are

for the very shallow initial flaws.) included in Sect. 3.7 and Appendix H).

Propagating circumferential flaws may also be limited in
If the cladding does not fail, the probability of initiationlength, although variations in chemistry (in a circumfer-

ential weld) and in fluence tend to be relatively small, of the subclad flaw is less than that of a surface flaw.
Analysis of thermal-shock experiments performed at
ORNL indicate that at times of maximum loading, the
KI for a subclad flaw is approximately 34% less than
that for a surface flaw. 7 Based on these experimental

• Where the cladding is not bonded between the spot welds there may results, the stress intensity factors for predicting the
be a small range of shallow flaw depths for which surface extension initial initiation of subcritical (cladding has not failed)
in the base material will not take piace. This has not been considered subclad flaws were calculated by reducing KI for a surfacein this study.

5 NUREG/CR-5782
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flaw (with the crack tip at the same radial wall location) analysis of each of the simulated vessels containing an
by 35%. embedded flaw are included in Appendix D.

Subclad flaws that exist in the plate regions between the

spot welds are treated differently :,banthe subelad flaws 3.5 Methodologies for Esti-
analyzed for welds and plate regions in the spot welds, mating Fracture ToughnessThese sul:_cladflaws are treated like surface flaws, i.e.,
the KI's are not reduced by 35%, because a gap (assumed
to be 3-mils) exists between the cladding and base 3.5.1 Basic Approach
material. ADINA-T,8 a general purpose multidimen-
sional finite-element thermal analysis program, was used The mean fracture toughness for all regions of the vessel
to calculate the thermal response of the plate region was obtained from the ASME lower-bound relations
between the spot welds assuming the 3-mil gap to be with a modification to convert from lower-bound to
filled with water. The insulating effect of the gap mean.4 The relations are
slightly reduces the severity of the thermal shock [lower
thermal stresses, and high fracture toughness (Fig3. A.2, K_c = 1.43 * {33.2 + 2.806 * exp[0.02 *
A.3, and A.5)]. (T-RTNDT + 100)]},

Details of the subclad-flaw model and the flowchart logic Kt_ = 1.43 * {33.2 + 2.806 * exp[0.02 *for performing the deterministic fracture mechanics
analysis of each of the probabilistically simulated (T-RTNDT + 67)] },
vessels containing a sulz':iad flaw are included in

Appendix C. K_a = 1.25 * {26.80 + 1.223 * exp[0.01449
• (T-RTNDT + 160)]},

3.4.5 Fracture-Analysis Method for where
Embedded Flaws

= mean values of KIc, Kid, KIa (ksi'_m.),An embedded flaw is ccnsidered to be a flaw that resides

entirely in the base mt.til. In the probab;.listic analysis, T = temperature at tip of flaky (°F).
the location of the inner tip of the embedded flaw is

probabilistically simulated, i.e., located randomly along Details of the methodologies used for determining the
the mesh between the clad/base interface and the vessel fracture toughness for welds and plates are included in
outer wall. The flaw has equal probability of being Appendices E and F, respectively.
located at any one of the mesh points in the base metal.

It should be noted that the calculated probability of 3.5.2 ARTNDT Correlations for Welds
failure is sensitive to the mesh size, presumably because

of its effect on the minimum distance between inner For the case of welds, the sensitivity analyses were
crack tip and clad/base interface. Mesh convergence performed with copper as the independent variable; and
analyses were performed, and it was determined that a Reg. Guide 1.99 Revision 2 (welds), 10 plus a 50°F low-
mesh spacing of 0.005 in. is converged with respect to temperature-irradiation correction factor, were used to
the probability of failure, calculate ARTNDT. The correction factor was added

because the Yankee Rowe vessel operates at approx-
The ASME SecL XI procedure for subsurface flaws6 was imately 500°F instead of 550°F, for which Reg. Guide
used to calculate KI's for the embedded flaws. The 1.99 is most appropriate.
mathematical representation of the ASME curves was

taken from Ref. 9. 3.5,3 ARTND T Correlations for Plates

The inner tip of the embedded flaw is checked for initia-
tion according to LEFM principles. If the inner tip For the case of plates, the sensitivity analyses were per-
initiates, it is assumed that the flaw propagates ali the formed with RTNDT at the inner surface of the vessel as
way through the cladding, because the flaw is propagat- the independent variable, and values of ARTNDT were
ing into a region of higher embrittlement and higher calculated using Odette's correlations. The correlations
thermal stress. Therefore, an embedded flaw that are as follows:

initiates at the inner tip is convened to a surface flaw. ( _ ,_0.315
Su:face-flaw KI's are then used to predict subsequent Upper Plate: ARTND T (°F) = 183 * _ _'i'_'j ,

initiation and arrest events. Dynamic effects (as (¢I) ,_0.31sdescribed above for subclad flaws) are included for the

time step at which the flaw breaks through the cladding. Lower Plate: ARTNDT (°F) = 183 * _, _0_9j + 80,

Details of the embeddext-flaw model and the flow-chart where • = neutron fluence (E> 1.0 MeV, n/cm2)
logic for performing the deterministic fracture mechanics
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3.6 Residual-Stress 3.8 Method of Analysis for
Considerations Including Clad Rupture for

Subclad Flaws
Before selecting a residual stress distribution for the

Yankee Rowe sensitivity study, the effect of three Analyses were performed to determine the minimum
different residual-stress assumptions waz evaluated. The flaw size and corresponding time during the SBLOCA7
assumptions were transient for which the cladding would fail. The results

of these analyses indicated that for welds, with 0.25-in.
1. No residual stresses, cladding, a subclad flaw with a >_1.65in. would result in

cladding failure at a time of 21 min into the transient.
2. A 6 ksi tensile residual stress acting across the For the case of plates, with 0.109-in. cladding, a subclad

entire pressure vessel wall thickness. In this case, flaw with a _>0.75 in. would result in cladding failure at
the residual stress enhances the probability of a time of 21 min into the transient.
initiation and diminishes the probability of a

stable crack arrest. The details of these studies are presented in Appendix I.

3. A 6 ksi tensile residual stress across the first inch

of base metal. In this case, the residual stress 3 9 Method of Analysis for
enhances the probability of initial crack initiation
but has little or no effect on crack arrest and Including Noncontinuous
reinitiation. Clad/Base Interface

Case 1 is considered to be nonconservative; case 2 is The plate regions between the spot welds were specified
considered to be unnecessarily conservative; and case 3 is as having a water-filled gap of -3 mils between the
considered to be a more realistic method because residual cladding and the base metal. As explained below, the
stresses are self equilibrating; as the crack propagates, noncontinuous interface reduces the probaility of crack
the residual stress is relieved, propagation for flaws that exist in the plate regions

between the spot welds and increases the probability of
Figure G. 1 shows the hoop stresses at a time of 20 rain crack propagation for flaws that exist in the plate spot
for the above three cases and Fig. G.2 shows the welds.
corresponding KI distributions for axial surface flaws.

Figure G.3 shows that P (FIE) for case 2 is higher by a Flaws that exist in the plate regions between the spot
factor of approximately 2 than that for case 1, and case 3 welds do not penetrate the cladding and are subjected to
is bracketed by case 1 and case 2. lower thermal stresses and reside in a region of higher

fracture toughness (deeper flaw for same flaw size), and
The models used in this report to calculate probabilities higher temperatures. This reduction in the probability of
of failure for welds incorporated method 3. No residual flaw propagation was included in the analysis.
stresses were included in the analysis of the plate
regions. Flaws that exist in the plate region spot welds are

subjected to higher loads _becauseof load transfer
resulting from the existence of the adjacent 3-rail gap.

3.7 Method of Analysis to However, as indicated below, the effect on P(FIE) is
small and for that reason was not included in the

Include Dynamic Fracture sensitivity study.

In the analysis of subclad and embedded flaws, rapid Three-dimensional thermoelastic finite-element analyses
loading effects caused by cladding failure were included were performed to determine the variation in KI along a
by using Kid, instead of KIc, to predict crack initiation straight axial flaw that connects two or more spot welds.
in the base metal (outer crack tip) for the time step at The SBLOCA7 transient (time = 20 rain) was used for
which the cladding fails. Figure H.1 shows the mechanical and thermal loadings, and a cladding
experimental dynamic fracture initiation toughness thickness of 0.109 in. and a flaw depth of 0.25 in. were
datal 1 as a function of loading rate and temperature, used. The calculated KI value was higher by only 5% at

Values of Kid for a loading rate of 105 ksi_m./s and the spot weld than at the center of the unbonded region.
various temperatures are plotted in Fig. H.2, which The details of the three-dimensional finite-element
shows that the lower-bound KIc curve shifted by 33°F is analyses are included in Appendix J.
a reasonable lower-bound approximation for the Kid

experimental data. Figure H.3 shows that for
T-RTNDT = 0°F, which corresponds to many of the
initiation events, the value of Kid is -75% of KIc.
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4 Results

4.1 Temperatures, Stresses, and 4.2 Values of I'(FIE)
Kl's

B_t-estimate values of P(F]E) for each flaw type and
Plots of the thermal response and loads for the different region of the vessel are presented in Tables 2-4 and
vessel regionsare included in AppendixA. It suffices to Figs. 1-5, and two example problems are included in
say here that the maximum load occurs at --20 min into Sect. 5 to demonstrate the medxxtology for obtaining
the transient, values of P(FIE) and _(F) from these results.

NUREG/CR-5782 8



5 Example Prol iem,; for Calculating P(FIE) and
Frequency of Failure [0(F)]

5.1 Example Problem 1 (Surface _(FIE)= Pj(FIE)/NjVjI

Flaws) Vuaw= Volume of upper axial weld in
beltline region = 0.675 ft3 (from

Assumed conditions: Flaws are surface flaws Table 1)
Flaw Density for welds = Vlaw = Volume of lower axial weld in
1 flaw/m3 = 0.028 flaw/ft3 belfline region = 0.30 ft3
Flaw Density for plates = Vcw= Volume of circumferential weld in
1 flaw/m 3 = 0.028 flaw/ft 3 belfline region = 2.73 ft3
Weld Copper Content =

0.30 wt% Obtaining values of P (EE) from Table 2,
Upper Plate Surface RTNDT
= 280°F P(FIE)welds = (0.028)(0.587)[(0.675) (0.074)
Lower Plate Surface RTNDT + (0.30)(0.049) +
= 351°F. * (2.73)(0.0024)]

As discussed in Sect. 3.1, the contribution of each = 0.00117.

region must be included in the calculation of P(FIE)total:

P(FIE)total = E Pj (FIE),
J To obtain P(FIE) for the plates, values of RTNDT at

where j = ali regions of the vessel, specific locations in the plates must be known, and theymust be consistent with the fluence spatial distribution,
including that in the welds (see Sect. 3.2). Consistent

Therefore, values are given for this sample problem; for the more
general case, see Sect. 3.2.

P(FIE)total = P(FIE)uaw + P(FIE)law +

P(FIE)cw + P(FIE)up + P(FIE)lp, Surface flaws in the plates are assumed to exist only in
the cladding-attachment spot welds, which occupy -52%

where of the plate surface area: multipling the total plate
uaw = upper axial weld volume by 0.52 and considering that consistent values of
law = lower axial weld RTNDT are given,

cw = circumferential weld P(FIE)plate s = 0.52 ,Y_,(NjVI) xPj (FIE)
up = upper plate j

lp = lower plate. = 0.52NI[V,plS(FIE),p + Vj,(FIE)_,] '

A convenient grouping is as follows:
where

P(FIE)total = P(FIE)welds + P(FIE)plates.

Vlp = total volume of upper plate in beltline
region = 144 ft3 (Table 1)

Vlp = total volume of lower plate in beltline
P(FIE)welds can be obtained by simply adding values region - 64 ft3

from Tables 2-4 (Figs. 1-5) because these values are f'(FIE)_, and F'(FIE)lp correspond to surface flawsproperly normalized with regard to the fluence spatial
distribution. Thus, in the spot welds (Table 4).

P(FIE)welds = ,y_,(NjVI)× _j(FIE) Thus,

J P(FIE)plates = (0.52)(0.028)(0.587)
= NI {Vuaw P(FIE)uaw + VlawP(FIE)law {(144)(0.017) + (64)(0.068)} = 0.0581,
+ Vcw F'(FIE)cw},

and
where

P(FIE)total = 0.00117 + 0.0581 = 0.059.

*See Sect. 3.2.
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The mean value of P(FIE) is estimated roughly by P(FIE)welds = (0.028)(0.587){ (0.675)
multiplying the best-estimate value by the ratio of mean (0.0053) + (0.30) (0.0031) +
flaw density to best-estimate flaw density. For this (2.73)(0.0)}.
study that ratio is 45. Thus,

= 0.000074.
P(FIE)mean = 0.059 × 45 = 2.7.

Plates:
Of course, F(FIE) can not actually exceed unity but does
in this case became of double counting. In the absence Subclad flaws in plates exist in the spot welds (52% of
of a proper correction for double counting, let plate surface area) and in the area between the spot welds
P(FIE)mean __.1.0. With this conservative simplifying (48% of plate surface area); therefore, the method for
assumption made, and taking the event frequency to be combining Pfr:lE) for the upper and lower plates is as
2 x 10-3/yr, the frequency of failure is follows:

0('F)mean = 1.0(0.0020)= 2.0E-3 failures/yr. P(FIE)plates= 0.52 [E(N_V,I)P,(FIE)],.,,_--- + 0.48
J

In a previous ORNL study of the Yankee Rowe reactor [_ i,_jzNjVjI_fi (FI E)]_,wpressure vessel,1 only the upper axial weld was cal-
culated in detail. The reported value of P(FIE) = 8E-4 J

compares well with the value calculated here fc" the P(FIE)plates --- (0.52)(0.028)(0.587)
upper axial weld, [(0.028)(0.587)(0.675)(0.074) = 8E--4], ^ ,,
even though there are some slight differences in the two {VupP(FIE)up + V_pP(FIE)_p}_,w+

analyses. In the earlier study, the contribution of the (0.48)(0.028)(0.587)

other regions and the effect of double counting were t - JtV_,fi(Fi E_p + ,_-J_pfi(FIE _estimated by doubling the value of P(FIE) calculated for
the upper axial weld. In this example, each region was
treated in detail, and double counting was accounted for where
in a different way, leading to larger values of P(FIE) and
0(F). The actual effect of double counting has yet to be Vup, Vlp = Volume of upper and lower
determined, plates (Table 1)

F'(FIE) = appropriate values for subclad

5 2 Example Problem 2 (Subclad nawsin the upper and lower• plates for regions in the spot
F Iaw s) welds (Table 4) and regions

between the spot welds
Assumed conditions: Flaws are assumed to be subclad (Table 3)

flaws isw = designates plate regions in the
Flaw density for welds = spot welds
1 flaw/m3 = 0.028 flaw/ft 3 bsw = designates plate regions between
Flaw density for plates = the spot welds.
1 flaw/m3 = 0.028 flaw/ft 3 Obtaining values of F'(F[E) for subclad flaws from
Weld copper content = 0.25% Table 3 and 4,
Upper-plate surface RTNDT =

250°F P(FIE)plates = 0.00855{(144)(0.00051) + (64)
Lower-plate surface RTNDT = (0.0033)} + 0.00789 {(144)
322°F.* (0.001)+(64)(0.011)}

Following the same methodology demonstrated in = 0.00243 + 0.00669 = 0.00912
Example 1:

P0:lE)total = 0.000074 + 0.00912 = 0.00919

and

P(FIE)welds =

t[V,_ ] Pfr:lE)mean ---0.00919 x 45 = 0.41.NI ,3'(FIE)_.w+ Vt.wPtF]E)_.w+ V_wP(FIE)ow1
Taking the event frequency to be 2 x 10-3/yr,

0ff)me= = (0.41)(0.002) = 8.2E-4.

*See Sect. 3.2.
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6 Discussion of Results

The sensitivity of P(FiE) to variations in the several RTNDT values and thus P (FIE) values for the upper and
parameters considered depends on the values of P(FIE) lower plates are nearly identical even though the fluences
and RTNDT. As P(FIE) approaches unity the sensitivity for the upper plate are considerably higher than those for
decreases, and when RTNITI' corresponds to the lower the lower plate (the average fluence for upper plate is
shelf of the fracture-toughness curve, P(FIE)is not 1.689 x 1019; for lower plate it is 1.074 × 1019)
sensitive to RTNDT and thus chemistry and _. because the Odette ARTNDT correle,_i,3nfor the lower

plate adds 80°F to that for the upper plate to account for

Values of Pi(FIE), NjVjI and Pj(FIE) for Example the higher nickel concentration in the lower plate.
Problem 1 are summarized in Table 5. lt is of interest

to note that the upper and lower plate regions are the For the upper and lower axial welds, _' (FIE) values for
dominant regions [contribute the most to P(FIE)total]. subclad and embedded flaws are approximately 1 and 3
Also, the total number e.f flaws in the beltline is orders of magnitude lower than those for surface flaws,
substantially greater than unity, indicating a double respectively.
counting problem. The extent of the problem depends
on the total number of flaws and the value of For upper and lower plates in the spot weld regions,

P(FIE)total; for this case, if P(FIE)total < 10"2, double P (F!.E) values for subclad flaws and embedded flaws are
counting is probably not significant. Obviously, there approximately 1 and 2 orders of magnitude lower than
is a serious problem because P(FIE)total > 1.0. For the those for surface flaws, respectively. The reason that
best-estimate case (flaw density = 1 flaw/m3) double there is only 1 order of magnitude difference in the
counting is not a significant problem because subclad flaws and the embedded flaws for the plates in

the spot-weld region (relative to 2 orders of magnitude

(NjVI) = 1.8 and P(FIE)total = 0.06. difference in the case of welds) is because KI values for
J embedded flaws are very sensitive to the location of the

For a given value cf copper, values of P (FIE) for the inner flaw tip (see Figs. A.7 and A.8). For the case of
upper axial weld are higher than those for the lower axial plates (clad thickness of 0.109 in.), the embedded flaw
weld by approximately a factor of 2. This is attributed inner tip locations reside in a higher stress field, which
to the higher fluences used for the upper axial welds, results in more initiations and failures.
The average surface fluence in the upper axial weld is
0.914 x 1019, whereas for the lower axial weld, the The fact that P(FIE) values for the subclad flaws for the
average surface fluence is 0.605 x 1019. Also, the upper and lower plate regions between the spot welds are
volume of the upper axial weld in the beltline region is higher than for the plate at the spot-weld regions at first
over double that of the lower axial weld; therefore, the seems surprising since these flaws are subjected to a less
upper axial weld will contribute to the total vessel severe thermal load because of the insulating effect of the
probability of failure more than the lower axial weld by 3-mil gap between the clad and base. Another difference,
approximately a factor of 4, assuming the same value of however, is that the subclad flaws between the spot-weld
copper and flaw density, regions are treated as surface flaws instead of subclad

flaws. This competing effect more than offsets the effect
F'(FIE) values for circumferential flaws, which exist in of the reduced thermal load.
the circumferential weld, are lower than those in the

upper axial weld by between 1 and 2 orders of mag- P (FIE) values for the embedded flaws in the plate region
nitude; therefore, the circumferential flaws are relatively between the spot welds are considerably lower than those
small contributors to the overall value of vessel failure, for embedded flaws in the plate region at the spot weld
The probability of initial initiation for flaws in the because of the insulating effect of the 3-mil gap between
circumferential weld is approximately the same as for the the cladding and base metal. This results in a reduced
upper axial weld; however, the smaller bending effect for thermal shock to the base metal, lower thermal stresses,
circumferential flaws (Fig. A.6), results in considerably and higher fracture toughness.
more stable arrests and subsequently less failures for the
circumferential flaws.
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7 Conclusions

A. The results of this sensitivity analysis provides C. Double counting may have to be accounted for,
the NRC with data (Tables 2-4, Figs. 1-5) and a depending on the total number of flaws and the
methodology (Sect. 5) to assess the relative value of P(FIE)total. If the total number of flaws
influence of key input parameters on the con- is less than unity, there is no double-counting
ditional probability of failure [P(FIE)] and the frc- effect.
quency of failure [q_=)] for the Yankee Rowe
reactor pressure vessel. D. The consideration of finite flaw length for arrest

and reinitiation of surface flaws and initial initia-

B. When using the above data to estimate P(FIE) and tion of embedded flaws could reduce the values of
qKF), one must be careful to use values of P(FIE) P(FIE) substantially.
that are consistent with the overall fluence spatial
distribution and the time of reactor operation.
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Table 1. Input data for the Yankee Rowe PTS PFM sensitivity analysis

Vessel Geometry:

Inner vessel radius = 54.5 in.
Wall thickness -- 7.875 in.

Cladding Thickness:

Weld regions = 0.250 in.
Plate regions = 0.109 in.

Cladding Thermal-Elastic Material Properties:*

Modulus of elasticity (E) = 27,000 ksi
Poisson's ratio (v) = 0.3
Thermal expansion coefficient (O_clad)= 9.9E-6/°F
Thermal conductivity (lc) = 10 BTU/h-ft-°F

Specific heat (Cp) = 0.12 BTU/lb-°F
Density (p) --488 lb/ft3

Base Metal Thermal-Elastlc Material Properties:

Modulus of elasticity (E) = 28,000 ksi
Poisson's ratio (v).= 0.3
Thermal expansion coefficient (abase) = 7.85E-6/°F
Thermal conductivity (k) = 24 BTU/h-ft-°F

Specific heat (Cp) = 0.12 BTU/lb-°F
Density (f) = 488 Ib/ft3

Plate Regions Between Spot Welds:

Gap between clad and base metal = 3 mils
Thermal conductivity of water (k) = 0.32 BTU;_,ft-°F
Specific heat of water = 1.00 BTU/lb-°F

Density of water = 62.4 lb/ft 3

Operating Conditions:

Initial vessel temperature = 5150F
Initial water temperature = 515°F

Coefficient of Convective Heat Transfer = 504 BTU/h-ft2-°F

Fluence Map Corresponding to the End of Cycle 22

Volume of Vessel Regions in Beltline:

Upper-axial weld: 0.675 ft3
Lower-axial weld: 0.300 ft3
Circumferential weld: 2.73 ft3

Lower plate: 64 ft3
Upper plate: 144 ft3

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1 (Continued)

Fracture Properties:

Initial(unirradiated)RTNDTofor weld material= 10°F
Initial(uninadiated) RTNDTofor plate material= 30°F

Maximum KIa =200 ksi
Flow stress = 80.0 ksi

KIc and KIa mean curves were same as those used in the original IPTS studies, i.e.:

KIa mean = 1.25 * ASME lower bound KIacurve
KIc mean = 1.43 * ASME lower bound KIc curve
Kid mean = 1.43 * ASME lower bound KIccurve shifted by 33°F

RTNDT Correlations:

Weld material:
Regulatory Guide 1.99 Revision 2 (welds) + 50°F for a low operating temperature correction factor.

Plate material:
Upper Plate - Odette correlation: ARTNDT(°F) = 183 * fluence0.315
Lower Plate - Odette correlation: ARTNDT(oF) = (183 * fluence0.315) + 80

Probabilistic Parameters:

AR'INur standard deviation (welds) = 24°F
ARTNDTstandard deviation (plates) = 37°F
RTNDTostandard deviation = 17°F

KIa standard deviation = 0.15
KIc standard deviation = 0.10
ARTNDT truncation = + or- 36
KIc truncation = + or - 36
KIa truncation = + or - 36
Fluence standard deviation (fraction of mean) = 0.1
Fluence variability truncation = + or - 3ct
Mean nickel = 0.6 wt%
Copper standard deviation = 0.07 wt%

Marshall flaw size distribution function used
Marshall flaw nondetection function used (simulates preservice inspection)

Ali flaws were assumed to be infinite length.**

•No temperature dependence of material properties included in analysis.

• *See Sect. 3.4.2.
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Table 2. Best-estimate unadjusted conditional probabilities of failure [P (FIE)] for welds

Sensitivity with respect to copper

Upper Axial Weld

Cu = 0.15 Cu = 0.20 Cu = 0.25 Cu = 0.30 Cu = 0.35

Surface flaw 1.3E-2 2.5E-2 4.5E-2 7.4E-2 1.0E-1

Subclad flaw 7.3E--4 2.0E-3 5.3E-3 1. lE-2 2.0E-2

Embedded flaw 7.0E--6 2.5E-5 7.4E-5 1.5E-4 2.2E--4

Lower Axial Weld

Surface flaw 8.7E-3 1.7E-2 3.0E-2 4.9E-2 7. lE-2

Subclad flaw 3.8E--4 1.2E-3 3. lE-3 7.1E-3 1.2E-2

Embedded flaw 3.0E--6 1.0E-5 3.0E-5 6.9E-5 1.2E-4

Circumferential Weld

Surface flaw 9. lE-5 3.8E-4 1.0E-3 2.4E-3 4.7E-3

Subclad flaw < 1.0E-6 < 1.0E-6 < 1.0E--6 < 1.0E--6 < 1.0E-6

Embedded flaw < 1.0E-6 < 1.0E-6 2.0E--6 4.5E--6 1.5E-5
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Table 3. Best-estimate unadjusted conditional probabilities of failure [P (FIE)] for plate
(between spot welds)

Sensitivity with respect to surface RTNDT

I

Upper Plate
I

RTNUrs a = 250 275 300 325

Subclad flaw* 1.0E-3 2.7E-3 6.2E-3 1.2E-2

Embedded flaw 1.5E-5 4.0E-5 9.0E-5 1.8E-4

Lower Plate

RTNUrs a = 250 275 300 325 350 375 400

Subclad flawb 1.lE-3 2.8E-3 5.7E-3 1. lE-2 1.7E-2 2.5E-2 3.3E-2

Embedded flaw 1.6E--6 3.5E-5 7.6E-5 1.6E--4 2.7E-4 4.2E-4 5.7E-4

I

arMaximum value in region
bSubelad flaws treated as surface flaws.
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Table 4. Best-estimate unadjusted conditional probabilities of failure [P (FIE)] for plate
(at spot welds)

Sensitivity with respect to surface RTNDT

I
II

Upper Plate

I
I

R'INDTs a = 250 275 300 325

Sm'face flaw 6.9 E-3 1.7E-2 3.0E-2 5.2E-2

Subclad flaw 5. lE-4 1. lE-3 2.0E-3 3.6E-3

Embedded flaw 1.0E--4 2.2E--4 4.2E--4 6.9E--4

I iB',_ II

Lower Plate

I|

RTNDTs a = 250 275 300 325 350 375 400

Surface flaw 7.4E-3 1.5E-2 2.8E-2 4.5E-2 6.8E-2 9. lE-2 1.lE-1

Subclad flaw 5.3E--4 1. lE-3 2.0E-3 3.3E-3 5.2E-3 7.3E-3 1.0E-2

Embedded flaw 1.2E--4 2.3E-4 3.9E-4 6.4E-4 9. lE--4 1.2E-3 1.5E-3

aMaximum value in region.
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Table 5. Summary of results of Example Problem 1

ni

Number of flaws

Region Pj(FIE) Nj*Vj*I Pj(F[E)

UAW 0.074 0.011 0.0008

LAW 0.049 0.005 0.0003

CVC 0.0024 0.045 0.0001

UP 0.017 1.231 0.0209

LP 0.068 0.547 0.0372

Totals (best estimate) 1.839 0.0593

Totals (mean) 82.755 2.669
I
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Fig. 1. Unadjustedbest-estimateconditionalprobabilityof failure. UpperAxial Weld.
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Fig. 2, Unadjusted best-estimate conditional probability of failure. Lower Axial Weld.
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Fig. 3. Unadjustedbest-estimateconditionalprobabilityof failure. CircumferentialWeld.
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NOTE: ISW = Flaws existing in spot welds
BSW = Flaws existing between spot welds
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Fig. 4. Unadjustext best-estimate conditional probability of failure. Upper Plate.
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Fig. 5. Unadjusted best-estimate conditional probability of failure. Lower Plate.
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Appendix A: Transient Definition
and Resulting Loads

Figure A.1. Yankee Rowe SBLOCA7 Thermal and Pressure Transient.

Figure A.2. Thermal Response of Yankee Rowe Vessel to SBLOCA7 Transient (time = 20 min).

Figure A.3. Hoop Stress Distributions (time = 20 rain).

Figure A.4. Axial Stress Distribution (time = 20 rain).

Figure A.5. KI Distributions for Axial Surface Flaws (time = 20 rr,in).

Figure A.6. KI Distribution for Circumferential Surface Flaws (time = 20 min).

Figure A.7. KI for Embedded Flaws Located in Welds (time = 20 min).

Figure A.8. KI for Embedded Flaws Located in Plate (time = 20 min).
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Fig. A. 1 Yankee Rowe SBLOCA7 thermal and pressure transient.
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Fig. A.2. Thermal response of Yankee Rowe vessel to SBLOCA7 transient (time = 20 min).
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Fig. A.3. Hoop stress distributions (time = 20 min).
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Fig. A.4. Axial stress distribution (time = 20 min).
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Fig. A.6. KI distributions for circumferential surface flaws (time = 20 min).
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Fig. A.7. KI for embedded flaws located in welds (time = 20 mm).
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A.ppendix B: Surface Flaw Model
and PFM Methodology

Figure B.1. Surface-Flaw Model.

Figure B.2. Surface-Flaw PFM Methodology.
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SURFACE FLAW MODEL:

I I

Initial Flaw Size* P(a)**
(in.) %

,_.a _1 0.085 69.12
I 0.262 22.30

__ 0.457 6.44
0.671 1.65

Initial Flaw Size* _ 0.9041.158 0.370.01
Mesh Point 1.437 <0.01
Locatedat 1/4"_ 1.742 <0.01

F -_ Increments|
• . . 0• • • • • , • • o ,. o _,_ 2.076 <0.01

i i

*Default values from OCA-P
**Probability of Occurance --Deterrnined from the integration of the product of
the Marshall flaw size and probability of nondetection function.

[asize]- Array of nine possible initial crack sizes.

[a] _ Array of discrete mesh points where surface flaw tip can be located.

Note: For surface flaws [asize] = [a] for first nine discrete mesh points.

T(a,t) -- Temperature for each surface flaw mesh point for each transient time
step. Used for calculating fracture toughness of surface flaw tip.

Ki(a,t)- SIF for each surface flaw mesh point for each transient time step.
Used for predicting initiation/arrest of surface flaws. Calculated using
K* superposition method.

Fig. B.1. Surface-flaw model.
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PFM METHODOLOGY FOR SURFACE FLAWS

Q _1 VESSEL=VESSEL+I "'1

I SimulateFlawSizela): Marshall1

J SimulateAmountof Embrittlement I

_r Plate _Weld1) RandomlySelectSurfaceFluence(Fo)

J I frorn lD Array1) RandomlySelectARTNDTsfrom2D Array 2) SimulateSurfaceFluence(SFID)
3) SimulateCopper(SCu)

i FinishedCalculate +

] ®-q *Y A IncrementTransientTime
N t=t+&t

! Enou0.v.s,.,.? +
t I SimulateFractureInitiationToughness(SMKIc):

i I J1) RTNDT (a)
l Add 1 Nonfailure J J2) TADJ= T(a,t)- RTNDT(a)

l 13) (KIc)mean= f(TADJ)

y @ J 4) SMKIc = (KIc)rnean° ERKIC

I TransientOver? ]L'J" I Checkf°r Initiati°n(Initial/ReinitialJ°n)lKl(a,t)> SMKIC(a,t)?

@@,-_ PropagateFlaw:a=a+_a I

SimulateFractureArrestToughness(SMKla):

1) RTNDT(a):UseMaximumFluence
2) TADJ=T(a,t)- RTNOT(a)
3) (K=)mean= f(TADJ)
4) SimulateKlaError(ERKla)
5) SMKla= ERKla" (Kla)mean

6) ImposeUpper ShelfLimit: SMKla_;USKla (,_

Propagation_-'_ Checkf°r CrackArrest _'_'_ CheckfOrReinitialiOnjContinue Kl(a,t)< SMKla(a,t)?
Flaw

Fig. B.2. Surface-flaw PFM methodology.
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Appendix C: Subclad Flaw Model
and PFM Methodology

FigureC.1. Subclad-FlawModel.

Figure C.2. Subclad-FlawPFM Methodology.
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SUBCLAD FLAWS MODEL:

SURFACEMESH

a-,,_--.-_ Flaw will propagate along
i Subcladmesh.

Initial flaw sizesand
probability of occurrance are
the same as for surface flaws
(from Marshall).

I UBC_,D MESH
• Q 0 S 0 • 2 0

[asize]- Array of nine possible initial crack sizes

la]-- Array of discrete mesh points where subclad crack tip may be located.
a = asize + cladth

KI(a,t)- SIF for surface flaws with crack tip located at [ai for each transient
time step. Calculated using K* superposition method.

NOTE: Subclad flaws which are considered as surface flaws have a
different location for crack outer tip than regular surface
flaws. The crack outer tip is located at (a + Cladth). To
obtain KI for surface flaw located at a + Cladth, interpolate
between two surface Ki's for the two surface mesh points
which bracket (a + Cladth).

acrit _ Critical flaw size for determining cladding failure.

Fig. C. 1. Subclad-flaw model.
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tcrit -- Critical time at which cladding will fail if flaw size exceeds acrit.

T(a,t)- Temperature for each subclad mesh point [a] for each transient time
Step. Used for calculating fracture toughness of subclad flaw.

Criteria for cladding failure:
III

a > acrit and t >__tcrit

Dynamic effects (via Kid) is included for only that time step at which the cladding
has failed.

Positive Effect of Unbroken Cladding Simulated as:

Ki(a,t) = [KI(a,t)]surface flaw * 0.65

Fig. C.1. (Continued)
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PFM METHODOLOGY FOR SUBCLAD FLAWS

(___ VESSEL=VESSEL+I I

+
[ to, o ont,,I

1) Randomly Select Surface Fluence (F,,)from lD Array1) Randomly Select ARTND'r,from 2-D Array 2) Simulate Surface Fluence (SFID)
3) Simulate Copper (SCu)

I . ,
Isi_ol=_RTNO,erro_(ERRT.)I

+

v
i

l Simulate Fracture Toughness

Initiation (SMKIC)
Calculate: 1) RTNDT(a)

2) TADJ= T(a,t) - RTNOT(a)
3) (K¢)meen= f(r_,)
4) SMKX:;= ERKIC (Kx;)rnean

V

' IN I Is Current Crack Size (a) >_Critical Crack Size

I a > acrit?,I,¥
i

_ S AKI= Kl(a,t2*0.65 _l_y.. Is time (t) < Critical Time IMKIC= ERKIC(KIC)rnaan t < tcRrr?

Is time (t) = Critical Time
t = tCRIT?

Cladding Failure: Include Dynamic Effect Critical Time Exceeded; Subclad
Flaw Became Surface Flaw on Earlier

1) Subclad Flaw Becomes Surface Flaw Time Step:
2) Calculate (KID)mean
3) SMKIC= ERKIC*(KID)mean 1) Calculate (KIc)mean
4) AKJ= Kl(a,t) 2) SMKIC= ERKIC*(Kx:;)rnean
5.) ICFLAG = 1 3) AKI= Kl(a,t)

I J

Fig. C.2. Subclad-flaw PFM methodology.
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!T"ns"n'_'r"_I'_--I°h'ck'°r'n_'at'°n''°_ia'_''°''at'°°'_,.S,K_?
I"00_"°°'a_'ur"I f_ro_0ato_,aw:a-a_ai,--e
IE°°u0hV'ss"s'_.[ Oh_,orFa,,uro_.I

Finished: Add 1 Failure ] NCalculate P(FIE)

Simulate Fracture Crack ArrestToughness (SMKla)
Calculate:

1) RTNDT(a):Use Maximum Fluence
2) TADJ= T(a,t) - RTNDT(a)
3) KlaError(ERKla)
4) (Kla)mean= f(TADJ)
5) SMK_= ERKla" (K_)m=n
6) Impose Upper Shelf Limit: SMK_< USKla

N Has Cladding Failed

ICFLA_ = 1?
Y

Still A Subclad Flaw: Treat as Surface Flaw
AKI= 0.65*Kl(a,t) AKI= Kl(a,t)

I Check for Reinitiati°n _-- Checkfor CrackArrest --_'_ 1,&,xi< SMKla CKntinue Flaw Propagation

Fig. C.2. (Continued)
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Appendix D: Embedded Flaw Model
and PFM Methodology

Figure D.1. Embedded-FlawModel.

Figure D.2. Embedded-FlawPFM Methodology.
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EMBEDDED FLAW MODEL:

0 lid O O e O e O e lD

J

SURFACE FL.AWMESH(a) Inner Crack Tip Location Chosen
Randomly From Uniform Distribu-
tion of Equal Spaced Points.

R

, .- ,_ _ _ Initial Flaw Sizes (2a) and the Proba-

t--X,NrlEnq_ 2a I_-" bility of Occurance are the Same as
Applied to Surface Flaws (from
Marshall)EMBEDDEDMES.IXINNER

• 0 0 Q S Q Q 0 0

[asize]- Array of nine possible initial crack sizes

[XINNER]- Array of discrete mesh points where embedded flaw inner crack
tip may be located. Used for claculating fracture toughness of
embedded inner flaw tip.

T(XINNER,t)- Temperature at each mesh point for each time step in
transient.

KI(XINNER,2a,t) _ SIF for each combination of XINNER and flaw size (2a)
for each transient time step. Used for checking for initial
initiation of embedded flaw inner tip. Calculated using
ASME methodology for subsurface flaws.

[a]- Array of discrete points where surface flaw tip can be located.

KI(a,t) n SIF for each surface flaw mesh point for each transient time step.
Used for checking initiation/arrest of surface flaws.

T(a,t) n Temperature for each surface flaw mesh point for each transient time
step. Used for calculating fracture toughness of surface flaw tip.

Fig. D.1. Embedded-flaw model.
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If embedded flaw inner tip initiates, cladding is assumed to fail and embedded
flaw becomes surface flaw. Surface flaw propagates along surface flaw mesh.

Dynamic effect (via Kid) is included for only the time step at which cladding
failed.

Fig. D.1. (Continued)
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PFM METHODOLOGY FOR EMBEDDED FLAWS

Q _ VESSEL=VESSEL+I I

Randomly Chosen From Uniform Distribution

I °_''- ," I
I Simulate Amount of Embrittlement i

I I 1) Randomly Select Surface Fluence (Fo)I from lD Array
1) Randomly Select ARTNDT,from 2-D Array 2) Simulate Surface Fluence (SFID)

3) Simulate Copper (SCu)

SimulateRTNDT Error(ERRTN)
SimulateKicError(ERKIC)

I Finished Calculate

Y (_ Inner Ligament Unstable? ¢

I' _" ®
Embedded Flaw Inner Tip (XINNER):

t 1) RTNOT(XINNER)

[Addl NonfaJlure I@ 3)2)TAOJ= T(XINNER,t)- RTNDT(XlNNER)(K=c)mean= f(T,a,DJ)

- I IJ Transient Over? i__ N Check for Initiation of Flaw Inner Tip:Ks(XINNER,2a,t) • SMKk:?

Cladding Assumed to Fail:

Embedded Flaw Becomes Surface Flaw 41-----.(_
withOuter Crack Tip at a = XINNER + 2a

0

Fig. D.2. Embedded-flaw PFM methodology.
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®

I DecrementTransientTime I
t=t-_t

+
@-+i ,_.,u,_,,,K,o_,,o,<_,,,<,_>'i

.

[ Calculate: RTNDT(a) '"l
TADJ= T(a,t) - RTNDT(a)

IS This The Time Step at Which N _t

Cladding Failed: t = tctail?

Include Dynamic Effect: Do Not Include Dynamic Effect:

1) Calculate: (Kid)mean= f('I'ADJ) 1) (KIc)mean= f(TADJ)
2) SMKIc= ERKIC " (Kid)mean 2) SMKtc= ERKIC " (K_c)meu_

! I

t N 1_ Check for Initialion (InilJal/Reinitiation)
I Transient Over? of Surface FlawKi(a,t) • SMKIc(a,t)?

Y

! AddlNonfailure i _ Y

. I _ro_a'o_u_ace_'"w_®

Simulate Fracture Arrest Toughness (SMKla):

1) RTNDT(a): Use Maximum Fluence
2) TADJ= T(a,t) - RTNDT(a)
3) Calculate Ku Error (ERKla)
4) (Kla)mean= f('l'^DJ)
5) SMKJa= ERKla * SMKla

6) Impose Upper Shelf Limit: SMK,a<-USKIa ('_
_J

v

Fig. D.2. (Continued)
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Appendix E: Methodology for Simulating
Fracture Toughness for Welds
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METHODOLOGY USED FOR SIMULATING FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS FOR WELDS:

Specified: fluence Map (l-D)
Nickel
ARTNDT: RG 1.99 Rev. 2

I
SENSITIVITY WRT COPPER I

I

" Crack Tip:
Surface flaw<

m Subclad flaw

Wzmm _ Fo ' _dded flaw
Randoml,
Selected -----

..

Step 1: Simulate Fluence

a) Fo -- Value of mean surface fluence is randomly chosen from
uniform distribution, i.e., each fluence value has equal
probability of being chosen.

Fmax m Maximum value of surface fluence in fluence variation
map.

b) Probabilistically Simulate Surface Fluence:

Simulated surface fluence (SFID) chosen from normal distribution
about randomly selected mean fluence Fo.
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Mean = F O

lo =0.1 * Fo
Limit: Fo > 0

I
I

! I)
i
I
!

Fo
SURFACE FLUENCE

c) Different attenuated fluence curves are used to predict initial crack
initiation [SFID(I)], crack arrest(s), and subsequent reinitiation(s)
[SFID(A)].

SFID(A) = Fma x * SFID(I)
SFID(A) Fo

Z SFID(I) Predict :st/Reinit.iation

Predict Initial Initiation

I| v

R (in.)
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Step 2: ProbabilisticaUy simulate copper (SCu):
Randomly chosen from normal distribution about mean Cu.

MEAN = Cu
I lo =0.07
I LIMIT: SCu < 0.40
I
!

|
I SOu
I
I

0 0.40

Step 3: Probabilistically simulate RTNDT Error (ERRTN):
Randomly chosen from normal distribution about mean = 0.

Note: ERRTN is calculated once per vessel.

MEAN = 0
! lo =1
I LIMIT: -3 < ERRTN < 3
I
I
I
I
I
I

0
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Step 4" Compute ARTNDT per RG 1.99 Rev. 2.

[0.28 - 0.1 log (SFID)]

ARTNDT(a) = CF • SFID

where"
for initiation: SFID = SFID(I) • exp(-0.24 • a)
arrest/reinitiation: SFID = SFID(A) • exp(-0.24 • a)
CF = chemistry factor = f(SCu, Ni)

Step 5" Calculate embrittlement (RTNDT)

2 2
RTNDT = RTNDT0 + ARTNDT + ERRTN * _/t_RTNDT0 + _ARTNDT + LTCF

where"

RTNDT = value of RTNDT used in fracture toughness calculations

RTNDTo = initial (unirradiated) value of RTNDT
= 10°F for welds
= 30°F for plate

ARTNDT = shift in RTNDT due to irradiation as a function of simulated
fluence (attenuated to wall depth location corresponding to
crack tip location) and simulated copper as predicted by

RG 1.99 Rev. 2 for welds. (Nickel = 0.6 = constant)

_f 2 2 of the of the of 1c variabilitya RTNDTO + ($ ARTNDT square root sum square

for RTNDT and ARTNDT (1_ for RTNDTo = 17°F
and 1a for ARTNDT = 24°C). This represents the

1a uncertainty for the specified value of RTNDTo and
the 1_ uncertainty in the predictive correlation used
to caluclate ARTNDT.

ERRTN = Random number between -3 and +3 chosen from uniform
distribution. The product of ERRTN and

2 2 essentially increases the uncer_t3 RTNDTO + t_ ARTNDT

tainty of RTNDT from 16 to 3a.
LTCF = Low temperature correction factor = 50°F. This accounts
for the lack of self-annealing due to the fact that Yankee Rowe

NUREG/CR-5782 E.6



operates at---500°F. The ARTNDT values predicted by RG 1.99 Rev.
2 are based on an operating temperature of 550°F.

Step 6: Calculate TADJ = T(a,t)- RTNDT(a)

Step 7: Calculate fracture toughness error (ERKIc and ERIKa):

These terms account for the scatter of the fracture toughness about
the mean. These terms are recalculated for each crack tip position.

Randomly chosen from normal distribution about mean = 1.0

!
!
!

Error Term
!
!
I
!
!

I '_
1.0 f

Initiation la = 0.15 .'. 0.55 < ERKIC < 1.45

Arrest la = 0.10 .'. 0.70 < ERKIA < 1.30

Step 8: Calculate mean fracture toughness = f(TADJ)
(Kit)mean = 1.43 • ASME Lower Bound KIc Curve
(KIa)mean = 1.25 • ASME Lower Bound KIa Curve

Step 9" Calculate simulated fracture toughness used in predicting initial
initiation/arrest/reinitiation.

SMKIC = ERKIC • (KIc)mean

SMKIA = ERKIA * (KIa)mean SMKIA < 200 ksi i-_.
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Appendix F: Methodology for Simulating
Fracture Toughness for Plates
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METHODOLOGY USED FOR SIMULATING FRACTURE
TOUGHNESS FOR PLATES:

Specified: 2-D Fluence Map
ARTNDT Correlations (Odette)
Upper Plate - ARTNDT (°F) = 183°F0"315
Lower Plate - ARTNDT (°F) = 183°F 0-315 + 80

i

SENSITIVITY WRT I¢,TNDTs- VALUE OF RTNDT AT VESSEL
INNER SURFACE

Problem: Specified Fluence Map not Necessarily Consistent with Specified
Value of RTNDTs and Odette Correlation

Prior to performing PFM analysis, the 2-D fluence map is first normalized WRT
specified value of RTNDTs and then transformed to a ARTNDTs map:

Step 1: Value of RTNDTs specified

Step 2: Calculate value of surface ARTNDT
ARTNDTs = RTNDTs - RTNDTo

Step 3: Calculate value of surface fluence Fo which produces ARTNDTs when
using appropriate Odette correlation:

(a) Upper Plate: Fo* = (ARTNDTs/183)l/0"315
(b) Lower Plate: Fo* = [(ARTNDTs - 80)/183)1/0.315

Step 4: Normalize the entire 2-D fluence map by (Fo*/Fmax) where Fmax is the
maximum value of surface fluence in the 2-D map. This implicitly
assumes that the specified value of RTNDTs corresponds to the
location of maximum fluence.
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Step 5: Transform the normalized 2-D surface fluence map to a ARTNDTs map
using the appropriate Odette correlation.

FN°rmalized] __ VARTNDTs12D [ Map[Fluence MapJ Odette "-Correlation

During the PFM Analysis:

Step 1: For each simulated vessel, a value of ARTNDTs is randomly selected
from a uniform distribution.

i
m

-- - -- -- . t_.-ARTNDTs

° - Z'© -- Randomly Selecte
Z Value of ARTNDTs I© ---

< "-- II,,,,,4

_..- (_TNDTs)max J

-_ -- A I
< I I
X
< __ I I

I I I I I I I I I I
AZIMUTHAL VARIATION OF ARTNDTs

Step 2: Calculate radiation induced damage (ARTNDT) attenuated to specific
wall depth (a):

for initiation: ARTNDT(a) = (ARTNDTs- B)exp(-0.315*0.24*a) + B

for reinitiation
and arrest: ARTNDT(a) = [(ARTNDTs)max - B]exp(--O.315*0.24*a) + B
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where"
ARTNDTs = value of ARTNDTs randomly selected from map

(ARTNDTs)rnax = maximum value of ARTNDTs in 2-D map
B = 0 for upper plate
B = 80 for lower plate.

(ARTNDTs_ax

st and
<1 __ deqPrt __ct'im_ti°t ionrre

t
Used in Prediction of Initial Initiation

R (in.)

Step 3: ProbabilisticaUy simulate RTNDT error (ERRTN):

Randomly chosen from normal distribution about mean = 0. ERRTN is
calculated only once for each vessel.
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MEAN = 0
la=l

LIMIT: -3 < ERRTN < 3

0
ERRTN

Step 4" Calculate embrittlement (RTNDT)

2 2
RTNDT (a) = RTNDT0 + ARTNDT(a)+ ERRTN _/GRTNDTO + GARTNDT

Step 5: Calculate TADJ = T(a,t)- RTNDT(a)

Step 6: Calculate fracture toughness error (ERKIc and ERIKa):

These terms account for the scatter of the fracture toughness about
the mean. These terms are calculated for each crack tip position.
ERKIc and ERKIa are randomly selected from a normal distribution
about a mean = 1.0.
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I
I

I Error Term
I
I
I
I
I

I
I_0

Initiation la = 0.15 .'. 0.55 < ERKIC < 1.45

Arrest lc = 0.10 .'. 0.70 < ERKIA < 1.30

Step 7: Calculate mean fracture toughness = f(TADJ)
(KIc)mean = 1.43 * ASME Lower Bound KIc Curve
(KIa)mean = 1.25 * ASME Lower Bound KIa Curve

Step 8" Calculate simulated fracture toughness used in predicting initial
initiation/arrest/re initiation.

SMKIC = ERKIC • (KIc)mean

SMKIA = ERKIA * (KIa)mean SMKIA < 200 ksi ix/_.
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Appendix G: Residual Stress Considerations

Figure G.1. Hoop-stress distributions for axial welds (at time = 20 min) for three residual-stress cases.

Figure G.2. KI distributions for axial welds (at time = 20 min) for three residual-stress cases.

Figure G.3. Best-estimate unadjusted conditional probability of failure for upper axial weld for three residual-
stress cases.
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Fig. G.l. Hoop-stress distributions for axial welds (at time = 20 min) for three residual-stress cases.
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Appendix H: Dynamic Fracture Considerations

Figure H.1. Experimental dynamic fracture toughness data.

Figure H.2. Kid lower-bound curve approximation.

Figure H.3. Ratio of mean dynamic fracture toughness to IPTS mean _(.Iccurve.
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Fig. H.1. Experimentaldynamicfracturetoughnessdata.
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Fig. H.2. Kid lower-bound curve approximation.
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Fig.H.3. Ratioof meandynamicfracturetoughnessto IPTS meanKIecurve.
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Appendix I: Clad-Rupture Studies for Subclad Flaws

Finite-element fracture analyses were conducted in order Two failure criteria were employed in the studies, one
to determine the minimum subclad flaw depths and their based on J and another based on a critical level of stress
corresponding times in the transient for which rupture of in the cladding. The iu'st accounts for failure by fracture
the cladding is predicted. Two cladding thicknesses were while the second considers failure by necking or tensile
considered; one with 0.109-in.-clad thickness for plate instability. In order to produce initial results in a timely
material and another with 0.25-in.-clad thickness for manner, it was decided to apply a simplified and conser-
weld material. Table I.1 shows the relevant geometry vative criteria for tearing instability based on JIc using

and material parameters employed in the study. A non- data from the 7th irradiated seriesl (JIc = 538 in.-lb/in. 2
linear material description (Fig. I.1) was utilized for the at T = 200°F). The need for more ref'med analyses would
stainless steel cladding while elastic-only properties were then be judged by the effect of the initial res',,=,.;on the
employed for base material. The cladding properties overall failure probability. A complication, however, in
shown simulate irradiated properties1 (-2 × 1019 applying the small specimen data to the present studies
n/cre2). The pressure-thermal transient (SBLOCA7), is that there is a back-free surface effect in the clad cylin-
shown in Fig. A. 1, Appendix A, represents the loading der with subelad flaw that is not present in the small
condition for the studies, specimens. Thus, it was decided to use a slightly more

conservative value of JIc = 500 for the J failure criteria.
Elastic-plastic stress and J-integral calculations were
performed using the ABAQUS2 finite-element structural Figure 1.6 gives the computed J-values throughout the
analysis program executing on an IBM RISC/6000 transient "near" the clad/base interface for a range of sub-
workstation. Figures 1.2-I.4 show a typical finite clad flaws under 0.25 in. cladding. Each flaw depth has a
element mesh that was utilized to analyze various depths maximum J-value at t -21-22 min. Figure 1.7 shows
of subclad flaws under 0.25 in. cladding. A similar the J-values from Fig. 1.6 at 21 min plotted against sub-
mesh was used for 0.109 in. cladding. A generalized clad flaw depth and indicates that the critical subclad flaw
plane strain (2-D flaw) model was employed with crack depth for 0.25 in. cladding is acrit = 1.65 in.
collapsed eight-noded isoparametric elements at the crack Figure 1.8 gives J-values near the clad/base interface for
tip to create a singularity and simulate blunting, subclad flaws under 0.109 in. cladding. As will be dis-

cussed below, subclad flaws in 0.109 in. cladding reach a
Figure 1.5 shows J-integral calculations at various times critical level of stress before J exceeds JIc.
in the transient for each end of a 2-in. subclad flaw under

0.25 in. cladding. Throughout the transient, J-values are The Jt-Block specimen 3 shown in Fig. 1.9 has been
higher near the clad/base interface than at the deepest used for measuring strength properties of cladding over a
point of the flaw, indicating that a subclad flaw has a subclad flaw. This specimen is basically a tensile bar
greater propensity to rupture the cladding than to run in that simulates the basic geometry, deformation, and
the other direction through the vessel wall. Accurate failure behavior features of cladding over a subclad flaw
J-integral calculations at the clad/base interface are in a vessel wall. It consists of two machined steel

complicated by the fact that the J-contours must blocks with the ends butted together to form a "crack."
necessarily pass through two dissimilar materials. State- Opposite edges are clad such that subclad flaw tips are
of-the-art computational techniques, such as the virtual generated where the cladding is laid across the interface of
crack extension algorithm in ABAQUS, require that the two blocks. The "rupture stress and strain" in the
J-contours pass through a single homogeneous material, cladding can be determined from a simple tensile test in
In order to rigorously satisfy this condition it was conjunction with posttest cross-section measurements.
necessary to consider subclad flaws that slighdy
"penetrate" the cladding so that J-contours could be taken Tests 3 at ORNL show that the rupture stress in the
through small elements in cladding material only. A cladding is -90% of the flow stress, where flow stress is
penetration depth of 1/32 of the cladding thickness (see the average of yield and ultimate. Hence, rupture of the
Fig. 1.4) was utilized in the computations reported here. cladding is assumed to occur in the present studies if the

"average" stress in the cladding at any time in the tran-
This penetration depth is consistent with fractographic sient exceeds 0.9 flow stress.
results for Jt-Block specimens3 in which cracks can be
observed to penetrate the cladding by about that amount.
Additional calculations were performed at the outset of Like the J-value calculations, the Mises stress in the
the study using a 1/16 clad thickness penetration model cladding reaches a maximum value at t -21 min into
to investigate the sensitivity with respect to small the transient for each subclad flaw depth analyzed.
penetration depths. These results are presented in Figure 1.10 shows "average" Mises stresses in a 0.25 in.
Table 1.2 and indicate only a slight sensitivity for a wide cladding at t -21 min for the range of flaws studied. As
range of subclad flaw depths. Hence, it was decided that can be seen, none of the flaws in the range fail based onstress; however, as shown earlier, a 1.65-in. subclad flaw
a 1/32 penetration model would suffice for the present
studies, does fail based on J. For a 0.109 in. cladding, however,

a critical level of stress is reached in the cladding before a
critical value of J is reached. Figure I. 11 shows Mises
stresses in the cladding for subclad flaws ranging from
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0.33 in. to 0.78 in. deep. It is observed that a 0.78-in. in the transient, it was decided to take a conservative
subclad flaw has a stress level that very nearly exceeds approach and declare failure by critical stress for a
0.9 flow stress and, indeed, convergent stress solutions subclad flaw depth of 0.75 in. under 0.109 in. cladding.
were not able to be obtained for flaws deeper than
-4).8 in. (see Table 1.2). Extrapolating the curve in Table 1.3 summarizes the results of the clad rupture
Fig. I.l 1 to 0.9 flow stress indicates that the critical studies. A 0.75-in. subclad flaw ruptures a 0.109 in.
subclad flaw depth is ,-,0.85 in. for 0.109 in. cladding, cladding at t ~21 rain into the transient while a 1.65-in.
In light of the fact that the 0.78 in. subclad flaw took subclad flaw ruptures a 0.25 in. cladding at t ~21 rain
many iterations for convergence and that a slightly into the transienL
deeper flaw doesn't converge at all for times much earlier
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Table I. 1. Parameters used in subclad-flaw rupture studies

Yankee-Rowe Vessel:

Inner vessel radius = 54.5 in.
Wall thickness = 7.875 in.
Clad thickness = 0.109 in., 0.25 in.

Stainless Steel Cladding:

Modulus of Eeasticity = 27,000 ksi
Poisson's ratio = 0.3
Coefficient of thermal expansion = 9.9 × 10-6/°F
Thermal conductivity = 10 Btu/h-ft-°F
Specific heat = 0.12 Btu/lb-°F
Density = 488 lb/ft3

A533B Base Metal:

Modulus of elasticity = 28,000 ksi
Poisson's ratio = 0.3
Coefficient of thermal expansion = 7.85 × 10-6/°F
Thermal conductivity = 24 Btu/h-ft-°F
Specific heat = 0.12 Btu/lb-°F
Density = 488 lb/ft3

Notemperaturedependenceof materialproperties includedin analyses.

Initialvessel temperature= 5150F
Initial watermmperature= 515°F
Coefficientof convectiveheat transfer= 504 Btu/h-ft2-°F
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Table 1.2. Comparison of J-values near clad/base interface for two different clad
penetration models: 1/32 in. and 1/16 in.

, I III II I|

Subclad flaw

Clad penetration depth J-value (in. -lb/in'2) Time
(in.) (s)

I III

0.250 in. cladding

1/32 2.00* 664 1298
1.50 426 1297
1.00 245 1290
0.50 105 1267

1/16 2.00* 601 1301
1.50 403 1304
1.00 250 1307
0.50 113 1290

0.109 in. cladding

1/32 0.78* 250 1290
0.55 160 1307
0.33 85 1272

1/16 0.78* 228 1290
0.55 155 1309
0.33 88 1276

I I III IIIII

*NOTE: Not able to get a convergent stress solution for larger subclad flaws.
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Table 1.3. Results of cladding-rupture studies

Cladding Thickness acrit Time Failure*
(in.) (in.) (min) by

I i

0.109 0.75 = 21 Stress

0.25 1.65 = 21 J

q III I

*Failure Criteria:

1. Clad stress > 0.9 flow stress

2. J>JIc
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Fig. I. 1. Stress/strain curve for 7th irradiation series three-wire cladding material (T = 550°F).
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Fig. 1.2. Finite-element model employed for cladding-rupture studies.
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Fig. 1.5. J-integral values at each crack tip for a 2-in. subclad flaw, SBLOCA7 transient, 0.25-in. cladding.
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Fig. I.f. J-values near ciM/base interface, 0.25-in. cladding
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Fig. 1.7. A 1.65-in. subclad flaw ruptures a 0.25-in. cladding.
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Fig. 1.9. Jo-Block specimen for measuring fracture properties of cladding over a subclad flaw.
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Appendix J, Analysis of Noncontinous
Clad/Base Interface

Three-dimensional (3-D) thermoelastic analyses were per- methodology permits the use of increased mesh ref'me-
formed to determine the variation in KI values for a ment in the crack-tip region of the model. Loading due

straight axial flaw in an RPV due to the clad/base inter- to internal pressure was applied on these surfaces in the
face gap between the spot welds in the upper plate form of resultant forces derived from a Pr/t stress
region, as described in Section 2. The vessel geometry distribution in the hoop direction and Pr/2t stress distri-
and material properties are reported in Table 1. The load- bution in the axial direction, as shown in Fig. J.1. The
ing condition used in these analyses is taken from the through-wall temperature prof'de (at time = 20 min) from
pressure-thermal transient, SBLOCA7, at a time of Fig. A.2, Appendix A, was used to interpolate
20 min from initiation into the transient; the transient is temperatures for the 3-D model.
shown in Fig. A. 1, Appendix A.

Thermoelastic analyses were performed for the 3-D

The 3-D finite-element model of a cubic elemeat from a model using the ADINA/ORVIRT2,3 system and the

cylinder is shown in Figs. J. 1 and J.2. The model con- material properties from Table 1. Three different models
sists of 6060 nodes, 1148 twenty-noded isoparametric were analyzed, one containing no flaw (model 1), and the
brick elements, and 56 wedge elements at the crack front, second and third containing a 0.25-in.-deep flaw with and
The gap thickness in Fig. J.2 is taken to be 10 mils. without interface gaps (models 2 and 3, respectively).
Mesh convergence studies in Ref. 1 for RPV cylinders The through-wall hoop stress distributions from models
containing shallow flaws demonstrated that meshes on 1 and 2 are compared with corresponding results from
the order of 8700 degrees of freedom produced converged OCA-P in Fig. J.3. The far-field stresses (away from
KI values within 1%. The finite-element model of the the crack) for the two models compare well with OCA-P
cylinder employed in this study has >15,000 degrees of results.
freedom and is estimated to provide comparable accuracy
in KI values. The calculated KI for model 3 (no interface gap) had a

uniform value of 39.3 ksi i-_. This value is compared

Generalized-plane-strain boundary conditions were with the KI values generated for model 2 (with interface
imposed on the vertical surfaces of the model to simulate gap) in Fig. J.4. When the gap was included, the peak
deformation restraint consistent with that found in an KI value increased by 0.5% at the spot weld and
RPV shell, i.e., p'lane surfaces remain plane. This decreased by 13% between the spot welds.
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